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Lenses

A lens between two types $a$ and $b$ is given access to an element of type $b$ in some (larger) type $a$:

\[ \text{data } a \rightarrow b = \text{Lens } \{ \text{view } : a \rightarrow b, \
\text{update } : b \rightarrow a \rightarrow a \} \]

Lenses are should adhere to the following two view/update laws:

\[ \forall (f : a \rightarrow b) \quad (y : a). \quad \text{update } f (\text{view } f \ y) \ y = y \]
\[ \forall (f : a \rightarrow b) \quad (x : b) \quad (y : a). \quad \text{view } f (\text{update } f \ x \ y) = x \]

(a) (3 points) Define the ‘identity’ lens

\[ \text{idLens } : a \rightarrow a \]

and prove that it obeys both the laws above.

Solution:

(b) (4 points) Define three lenses that access the address component of a person record, the street component of an address, and the street of a person:

\[ \text{data Person } = \text{Person } \{ \text{name } : \text{String, address } : \text{Address } \} \]
\[ \text{data Address } = \text{Address } \{ \text{street } : \text{Street, zipcode } : \text{String, city } : \text{String } \} \]
\[ \text{type Street } = \text{String } \]
\[ \text{addrOfPers } : \text{Person } \rightarrow \text{Address } \]
\[ \text{streetOfAddr } : \text{Address } \rightarrow \text{Street } \]
\[ \text{streetOfPers } : \text{Person } \rightarrow \text{Street } \]

The latter streetOfPers can be defined using the first two addrOfPers and streetOfAddr. Give the implementation for streetOfPers both using only the records selectors respectively using only addrOfPers and streetOfAddr.

Solution:

(c) (3 points) Define a function that updates the substructure accessed by a lens according to the given function:

\[ \text{modify } : (a \rightarrow b) \rightarrow (b \rightarrow b) \rightarrow (a \rightarrow a) \]

Solution:

\[ \text{modify } (\text{Lens } v \ u) \ f \ x = u \ (f \ (v \ x)) \ x \]

(d) (4 points) Define a lens composition operator of the following type:

\[ \text{compose } : (b \rightarrow c) \rightarrow (a \rightarrow b) \rightarrow (a \rightarrow c) \]

Solution:

\[ \text{compose } \ f \ \ g = \]
\[ \text{Lens } \{ \text{view } = \text{view } f . \text{view } g, \]
\[ \text{update } = \text{update } g . \text{update } f \} \]

(e) (6 points) Prove using equational reasoning that if the two view/update laws stated above hold for both $f$ and $g$, then they also hold for $\text{compose } f \ g$. 


Solution: Let \( x :: a, f :: b \Rightarrow c, g :: a \Rightarrow b \). 
\[
\text{update (} f . g \text{)(view } (f . g) \text{x) x}
\]
\[
\equiv \{ \text{-definition of update -} \} 
\text{update g .update f (view } (f . g) \text{x) x}
\]
\[
\equiv \{ \text{-definition of (.) -} \} 
\text{update g (update f (view } (f . g) \text{x)) x}
\]
\[
\equiv \{ \text{-definition of update -} \} 
\text{update g (update f (view } (f . g) \text{x) (view g x) x}
\]
\[
\equiv \{ \text{-definition of view -} \} 
\text{update g (update f ((view f .view g) x) (view g x) x}
\]
\[
\equiv \{ \text{-definition of (.) -} \} 
\text{update g (update f (view f (view g x))) (view g x)) x}
\]
\[
\equiv \{ \text{-assumption on f -} \} 
\text{update g (view g x) x}
\]
\[
\equiv \{ \text{-assumption on g -} \} 
\text{x}
\]
Now let \( x :: b, y :: a, f :: b \Rightarrow c \) and \( g :: a \Rightarrow b \). 
\[
\text{view (} f . g \text{)(update } (f . g) \text{x y)}
\]
\[
\equiv \{ \text{-definition of view -} \} 
\text{view f .view g (update } (f . g) \text{x y)}
\]
\[
\equiv \{ \text{-definition of (.) -} \} 
\text{view f (view g (update } (f . g) \text{x y))}
\]
\[
\equiv \{ \text{-definition of update -} \} 
\text{view f (view g ((update g .update f) x y))}
\]
\[
\equiv \{ \text{-definition of (.) -} \} 
\text{view f (view g (update g (update f x) y))}
\]
\[
\equiv \{ \text{-definition of update -} \} 
\text{view f (view g (update g (update f x y) y)}
\]
\[
\equiv \{ \text{-assumption on g -} \} 
\text{view f (update f x y)}
\]
\[
\equiv \{ \text{-assumption on f -} \} 
\text{x}
\]